We are hiring @ Huawei Noah’s Ark Lab

The Noah’s Ark Lab is the AI research lab of Huawei Technologies, located in Hong Kong, Shenzhen, Beijing, London, Montreal, and other major cities around the world. Its mission is to make significant contributions to both the company and the society by pushing the frontier of artificial intelligence. We take machine learning as our core approach and continuously enhance our abilities for research and development in this area.

The *AI Theory Lab* (of Noah’s Ark Lab) dedicates to fundamental machine learning theory and algorithms that underlie various AI applications from computer vision, natural language processing, search and recommendation, decision making and reasoning, and human computer interaction. We are looking for researchers who are driven by the impact of technology and are self-motivated to solve fundamental problems in a principled way.

**Location:** Hong Kong, Shenzhen, Beijing, London, Montreal

**Responsibilities:**
- Conduct cutting-edge fundamental research in machine learning
- Develop AI applications and systems
- Collaborate with external partners in academia

**Qualifications:**
- PhD degree in computer science, statistics, or have equivalent experiences
- Strong research record in machine learning or related fields (NLP, CV, …)
- Solid programming skill

**Application:**
To apply for the position please send a complete CV in English together with a cover letter briefly explaining your expertise and research interests. Applications should be submitted by email to Li.Zhenguo@huawei.com.